Emergency Operations

- USACE Missions
  - PL 84-99
  - FEMA

- Process for requesting assistance
  - Sandbags
  - Emergency Generators

- District Deployments
FLOOD RESPONSE (PL84-99):

Funding: CLASS 210 Operations (Response)

- EOC activation/Commander declares emergency
- Corps can provide flood fight assistance when the following criteria are met:
  - Rivers are at or above flood stage
  - State and Local resources are fully employed
  - Locals have requested assistance thru State.
This assistance is intended to be a temporary emergency measure. Corps flood fight assistance is 100% federally funded, with possible exception of supplies and equipment.

Removal or upgrade of all emergency measures is a local responsibility.

Technical assistance that can be provided is evaluation and recommendations.

Direct assistance that can be provided is sandbags, pumps, emergency contracting and levee reinforcement and/or raise.
This assistance is intended to be a temporary, emergency measure. Corps flood fight assistance is 100% federally funded, with possible exception of supplies and equipment.

Removal or upgrade of all emergency measures is a local responsibility.

Technical assistance that can be provided is evaluation and recommendations.

Direct assistance that can be provided is sandbags, pumps, emergency contracting and levee reinforcement and/or raise.
USACE Emergency Power Mission

The Emergency Power/Generator mission includes the assessment of emergency electrical power needs and the provision of temporary electric service to critical public facilities and agencies. This mission includes the assessment, supply, delivery, installation, operation, maintenance, recovery, and inventory control of generators, ancillary equipment, and materials for generator installation.
Power Information

- Process for requesting Power Pre-Installation Inspections (PIIs)
- Critical Public Facilities
- State Priority
- State Generators vs FEMA Generators
Tulsa District Power PRT
FEMA “Power Paks”
TULSA DISTRICT DISASTER RESPONSE MISSIONS

- PL 84-99
  - Memorial Day Flood (1984)
  - Arkansas River Flood (1986)
  - Red River Flood (1990)
  - Arkansas River Basin (1995)
  - Halloween Flood in S. KS and N. OK (1998)
  - San Antonio Flooding (2002)
  - I-40 Bridge Collapse (2002)
  - May/June/July Floods in SE KS and NE OK (2007)
TULSA DISTRICT DISASTER RESPONSE MISSIONS CONT’D

- FEMA MISSION ASSIGNMENTS FOR POWER

- Tropical Storm Allison (TX – 2001)
- Hurricane Isabel (VA – 2003)
- Hurricane Ivan and Jeanne (AL, FL – 2004)
- Hurricane Emily (TX – 2005)
- Arkansas Ice Storm 2008
- Hurricane Ike and Gustav (2008)
- Hurricane Alex (2010)
QUESTIONS?